MTN Work from Home Prepaid MBB Promotion. Please note that as of 29 October
2020 these Terms and Conditions have been amended and the provisions of clause 1,
2, 3 and 8 have been amended.
NOTE:
A. The following Terms and Conditions contain assumptions of risk and/or
liability by Customers and limit and exclude liabilities, obligations and
legal responsibilities which Mobile Telephone Networks Proprietary
Limited (“MTN”) will have towards Customers and other persons.
B. These Terms and Conditions also limit and exclude Customers rights
and remedies against MTN and place various risks, liabilities, obligations
and legal responsibilities on the Customer.
C. These Terms and Conditions may result in Customers being responsible
for paying additional costs and amounts and MTN may also have claims
and other rights against the Customer.
D. To the extent that the Terms and Conditions or any goods or services
provided under the Terms and Conditions are governed by the Consumer
Protection Act, 2008 (the "Consumer Protection Act"), no provision of
the Terms are intended to contravene the applicable provisions of the
Consumer Protection Act, and therefore all provisions of the Terms and
Conditions must be treated as being qualified, to the extent necessary,
to ensure that the applicable provisions of the Consumer Protection Act
are complied with.
E. The Customer must read these Terms and Conditions. The use of this
product/service will constitute as agreement to comply with these Terms
and Conditions.
F. Please pay special attention to all the clauses. Please note that these
Terms and Conditions must be read together with the MTN PayAsYouGo
Terms and Conditions.

1.

During MTN Work From Home Prepaid MBB promotion, New or Existing Prepaid
Customers who purchase a qualifying Mi-Fi Router i.e. Sh@reLink MF927U or Hisense
H220M with a new MTN PayAsYouGo SIM will be eligible to receive promotional value
consisting of 13GB once-off Anytime data, 1GB of Data recurring for twelve (12) months
and FREE 5G once-off Youtube data (Total of 30GB).

2.

The promotion is applicable to qualifying device purchases made at selected Retail
Channel stores nationwide.,

3.

This promotional offer will be available from 1st October 2020 to 31st December 2020.

4.

MTN may, in its sole and absolute discretion, amend or withdraw this promotion with
notice. Customers must visit www.mtn.co.za regularly for notices, updates and/or
changes to services.

5.

The promotional value will be provisioned subject to the new SIM card being activated
on the MTN Network using an eligible device. The Customer will only receive the
promotional value if the SIM card remains active in the specific device purchased
(Device locked). The promotional value will not be applicable to mobile phones and
other devices.

6.

The once-off 13GB value is valid for 30-days and will be provisioned in the first month.
This once off value does not carry over and cannot be shared using Data Share.

7.

The once-off 5GB value is valid for 30-days and will be provisioned in the first month.
This once off value does not carry over and cannot be shared using Data Share.

8.

The recurring 1GB value will be provisioned from the second month subject to clause
5. The recurring value will be provisioned on a specific recurrence (day of activation)
date. The recurring promotional value will carry over into the following month and is
subject to a 2-times carry over limit (a customer may not carry over more than twice the
recurring value). The promotional value cannot be shared using Data Share.

9.

Customers participating in this promotion will be defaulted to the MTN Connect Price
Plan. MTN Connect out of bundle rates apply.

10.

Customers participating in this promotion are not eligible to receive promotional value
in terms of the Bundle Bonanza Promotion.

11.

The promotional value will not deplete international data roaming.

12.

The promotional value will deplete first, thereafter purchased value will deplete.

13.

The customer will forfeit the promotional value upon migration from MTN Connect to
another prepaid price plan, or post-paid or performs another subtype migration.

14.

The MSISDN and device locking will be retained if a Customer migrates from one
prepaid price plan to another prepaid price plan.

15.

The MSISDN and device locking will fall away when customer migrates Prepaid to
another sub-type price plan.

16.

The Customer will not forfeit promotional value in the event a SIM swap is performed.

17.

MTN reserves the right, in its sole and absolute discretion, to terminate or suspend the
customers from using this product or the network services where MTN suspects abuse
of its network, the service, any of its services, fraud, criminal activity or where the

customer’s use of the service is placing an unreasonable constraint on the MTN
network which may impact the experience of other MTN Customers.

